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X,. gntroduction

   It is comrnonly understood that the fiuidizing state of gas fluidized-bed
may be classified into two types for gas fiow pattern uncler a fluidizing condi-

tion, narnely "particulate" and "aggregative" type.

   In order to explain the performance of the fiuidized-bed catalytic reactor

by calculating of the conversion, various model have been proposed, and
now, two-phase model is the most typical for aggregative type of fiuidization,

   While, in spite of proposing a number o'f types of the two-/ hase model,

none of them are considered as the best model for good agreement of
fluidized-bed behaviour,

   For understanding ofi

characteristics of the two- ci
phase model and refering
to develope of investigation

of the more appropreate
model, "generalized tow-

phase model" is proposed

in this worl〈, which in-
clude all of types of two-

phase model proposed previ-

ously. Then, various cha- dg
racteristics that the model

itself has are analyzedma-

thematically. Similar at-
tempt in a part of this work

has been done by Muchi. 2) 2

 2. GeneraIizedtwo-phase i
   model

   It is considered that
aggregative fiuidized-bed
consists of two phases, the

bubble or lean phase and Ft,c,
the emulsion or dense phase,

andthey make parallel two Fig. 1 Generalized two-phase model
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 regions to the axis of bed as illustrated in Y"ig. 1.

    Following analysis wili be tal〈en for the rnost general case o. f the system,
 that is, small amount of solid particles are present in bubli)le phase (dilute

 phase, D-phase) and large amount in emulsion phase (E-phase), so, t;ha
 auther designates this systein as cliiute-emulsion (D-I-:) 'type, while the system

 that none of solid particles are present in bubble phase, as bubble-emulsion
 (B-E) type.

    The following restrictions are used for the analysis,
    ( i ). In the bubble phase, a small amount of solid particles (r fraction l)y

weight or volume) are present, and the gas fiow pattern in this phase is
PiStOll flOW.

    (ii). In the dense phase, a iarge amount of solid particles (1-･r fractic)n)

are present and the gas flow pattern in this phase fo11ows the disr)ersion m()del

in which dispersion coeMcient can be adapted as the function of fiuidizing
characteristic parameters.

    (iii). Considerable gas interchange occurs between the each phases, andi

the interchange rate per unit time per unit interfacial area of the two regions

are independent of the axial distance.

    (iv). First order or pseudo first orCler irreversible catalytic reaction proceeds

according to the following rate equation,

            -SZ =kW,C (i)
   Taking the clifferential mass balances of reactant for each phase, follow

ing simultaneous differential equations can be written.

    D-phase:

     !!d{Cf+"iF?fi:IIT(c,-c,):+"Z..F,k,ltrp';cd=o (2)

   E-phase :

     -ff!f2S/ix Z- Zlil"+ -EdQC-r -i- a'FIxifl!T(c,-cd) +(i -Fr,)£,Prprsc. =o (3)

   Following boundary conditions are determined for taking of clifferential

mass balances of reactant at the top and bottom of each phase,

   x==+o IdCdlr.C.ZAfe.(c,-c2) [s4]

   Solution of these fundamental simultaneous equations (2) and (3) under the

boundary conditions (4), (5) and (6) is obtained using the Laplace transfor-

mation for concentrations of reactant C, and Cd as a function of axial dis-

tance, a.

   Putting fl==Zijp on the solutions of C, and Cd, erauent gas concentrations of
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each phase Cbi and Cdi are derived as follow.

         t'cit'=:t".,Aje"j (7)

        Fcdi-t/.lll,-tib-+A--kl,(e"j-e-")+e-" (s)

     where
   Ai == (7n/Jl) [{atia2-i-- (a-Ff) (nt---(e:D} a2erru- {asat+(a-l-･f) (in-atE)l]- ctseevs]

   A2=: (m/Z) [{a2cr3+(a+f) (m-at)} avseas-- {ctict2+ (a-Ff) (m-cr3)} avieevi]

   As== (m/Z) [{cvsevt+ (a+f) (m--- ce`a) }atiea, - {evL,as+ (a-Ff) 〈m-ai)} cr2e"za]

   Z ur･ :- (cts-cv2) (a -･V- cv!) (vi2 ecri+ (ai-cvs) (a -ltaL,) at22ecrg + (a2-evi) (a･-L- cvs) a32ecra

   ai, av2 and as are real roots of the following complemental algebraical
equation.

        ya +(a-m)yU --m(a+g) y-m (ag-- bf) :;-:- O (9)

   a, b, L g, and m are following dimensionless groups to be determinecl by
operating conditions of fluidization, respectively.

        a "= (Fcr+rX) /"F'dr

        b =" Fcr/Fdr

        g =: {Fcr + (1-r) X} /Fer

        M :UeLtf/Ex" 2Ue

        X =r kVPX,/Ft

        JF'cr = aiFcATZtffl;'t

        Fdr=Fd/Ft

        Fer -- Fe/Ft

   Where X is a reactivity parameter, while Fd. and F,. are fractional fiow
rates of reactant gas in dilute and emulsion phase, respectively. The ernuent

gas concentration of reactant on a catalytic fiuidized-bed can be obtained by

equation (10) as assumed that the eMuent gas of two phases are completely

mixed, so

            Cei Fe+Cdt Fd ,         Ci== --F; (10)
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Then conversion v can be expressed by the following equation,

     v == i " iu+' k's7'f) [t9., (ii'mdiJ. + Lf'- ) AJecrJ

+(-bi-- t/ll,; b--.-.} 2,J, Aj] e-a] (n)

            3, Derivation of various types of the flow model

   In order to determine various types of two phase model and to understand
of their characteristics, E. may be set limit to infinite or zero in the gener-

alized two phase model (namely piston-incomplete mixed type, P-r type), and

then extreme types of two-phase model are obtained as follow.

 (1) E.-"oo (P-M type) :

   In this case, the flow pattern is piston type in the dilute phase, and it
is complete mixed type in the emulsion phase, i, e. , P-M type, E.-･co means

to set simultaniously limit to avi.O, a2--o･O, (ts--.-a and m-O, so, to set the
limits on equation (11), following is obtained as solution.

op =:i- Eiik'bi-/wwf) Ce-'"+ Se' .2 (i{+fll+-"8i[)i+-a.}l" ,-a) ] (tu2)

 (2) E.---,O (P-P type) :

   This case is both piston fiows in dilute and in emulsion phase respectively,

t. e., P-P type. By similar treatment as above, setting ai.Pi, at2-"P2, ats-'-F

co and m--I-co, final form of v is obtained as tollow.

v=i- i.g,,.,･Be-t-,,･[("2f-E,P')"eGi-C"-±.'tP,elg)'k"eea] (i3)

   where Pi and P2 are real roots of the following algeblaical equation

        y2+(a+g) y+ (ag- bf) ==O (14)
   Each of equation (12) and (13) can also be derived by the basic equations

which are established from each specialized model independently of the
generalized two-phase model to put the differential mass balances as follow.

 (1') P-M type :

D-phase: the same to equation (2)

E-phase:

Fe (Cei - CQ) + ai･}7cAT i8f(Cei - Cd) dZ + (1-r) kva Cei =O (15)
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boundary conditions :

        ,=:o C, == C, 1
        z= Lf C,=:C,, i(16)
        z=:OtyLf C,==C,i(constant for axial distance) i

   Solving the simultaneous differential equations (2) and (15) under the
boundary conditions ofequation (16), final form of v becomes completely acco-･

rdant with equation (12).

 (2'). P-P type:

D-phase: the same to equation (2･i

E-phase :

4dC
,e
 +"iFtgfZ (c.-c,) -i- (-i-t-iZILfei-W-'- c, :o (i7)

'boundary conditions ;

        z=O Cd =C,==Co

         Z=:Lf Cd :Cdl, Ce==Cel (18)
   Solving above equations, final form ofvis completely conformed to
equation (13).

 (3). The equation derived from putting r=O on equation (11) means the
situation that none of solid particles is present in bubble phase, namely B-E

type, Furthermore, setting limit to infinite of parameter Xon equation (11)

we get

            liM rp =1pm' l7'dr eXP {- Fer/Fdr} (19)
           .rrooo

   While to set limit to infinite en!y X remaining r〉O on equation (!1), v
approaches to unity, that is

          lim v=: 1

         X=voo

On above calculations, it is considered that as X takes larger values, the

conversion makes up to 100% for D-E type, while the conversion makes up
to certain value smaller than 100 % which is obtained by equation (19) for B-E

type. Thus, when we takes up either B-E type orD-E type as more suitable
model of fluidized-bed catalytic reactor, such a experimental system of
reaction as large reation rate constant as possible, should be chosen to get

large value of X. On the result of the experiment, it is guessed that if we
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get the value of rp smaller than unity, B-E type are more suitable model for
the system than D-E type, and numerical value of F,, also will be evaluatec'l
by using equation (19).

               4. Derivation of the liomogeneous medel

   Setting limit to r-,-O and Fd,.-〉O and putting w,rc･:-:t-t on the generalized two
phase model, i. e., equation (11) becomes

                          4P
        V == IM (Hi'--'P5E 'bLx")" '{' =' tr'(1... p)3":-: '( 1-ni'.pY2 dr'p {..- u(z:i':p)} (L' 1)

where i' == Vi --i- .3'Xi ., Vi-r3kJ ,",,/..it.

          U' == ztZ,f/2E.

   Equtation (21) conforms to the homogeneous dispersion modiel derived by

Danl〈wertsi) and Yagi & Miyauchi3). Moreover, putting r x-:r O, 5 ancl P", t:･:: Fel
on theP-P type, i. e. , equation (13), equa'tion (22) which conforms to the case

of piston fiow in the homogeneous dispersion model can be derived as follow.

           rp == 1- e-X (2L))
   In addition, putting r==O and .F'd=:O in the P-M inodel, equation (23) is
obtained.

            rp= 1- 1/ (1+X) (23)
   This equation conforms to the extreme case of complete mixed type in
the homogeneous dispersien model.

                    5, Calculating procedure of ny

   In this section, following additional assumption is adopted, that the
fractional void in the dense phase is rmaintained the void in the minimum
fiuidizing state regardless of any fluidizing condition, So, all excess volume

of gas more than needful quantity to bring ab-ut the minimum fluidizing
state fiows into dilute phase. Then, net cross sectional area A, which is
concerned with dispersion of fiuidizing gas in emulsion phase, can be
expressed by equation (24).

        A, == eptf (1-r) (Lmf/ZZd") AT (24)
   The fractions of gas flow rate in dilute and in emulsion phase are given
by using equation (25).

        Fdr= Fd/Ft =: lm(1-r) (UwfLvzf /nte Lf) )
        Fer rm"-- Fe/F't =(1- r) (u .fL.f /u,Lf) j (25)

   In addition, put u, = tewf, mixing characteristic parameter m is expressed
by following.
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        M" Ur,fLff S,nJtE: (26)
   So, conversion v can be calculated by substituting any suitable values
for the parameters Lf, fe, AT, PV,, ,F",, aiF. (or 17,,), r and E.. In thes,e,

parameters VV,, k, AT and Ft are operational variables, while Lf, Fer, r and
E. are determined experimentally as functions of an operating condition.

      6. Influence of gas interchange rate F,, on the conversion rp

   Numerical value of gas interchange rate F,. is not yet determined clearly ･
in a functional relation to operating conditions. However, following treatments

are tal〈en in equation (11) to make evident the influence of F,. on the ny.
   (1) F,r-O in equation (ll):

   This case is no gas interchange occuring. Limiting value of rp becomes

w :::-:-i- [i7d, ･exp(- Lg15;)

nv
ImFer"

cti-1-)})uE+b/IEpJr

{-[Turm,m(I:L'Ti)nv,)}4:i:) :lcir::]rirs"-'e-x')'-c:LL'uu-,('i:-iiFp'')S (27)

   where
        p'=Vi-i-a(illT'}-`f;)u-',

         Uc =: zaeLf7'2E.

and tt, has to be difined as u, = tt,,"j/Ewf.

   The first and second terms j.n the bracket of the above equation, rnean
the conversion in D-phase and E-phase, respectively. Then, this equation
gives the conversion for the case of the parallel connection of the two
independent reaetoys, one of them is a piston fiow reacter contained rW,
grams of catalyst with Fd. fraction of gas fiow rate, and the other is a in

complete mixed reactor contained (1-r)VV, grams of catalyst with F,.
fraction ef gas flow rate.

   (2) Fcr-co in equation (11):

   This case is of infinite gas interchange rate. To set limit for equation
(n), final result of calculation becomes such equation that U./F,. is taken
instead of U in equation (21). Therefore, when F,, are very large value, two-

phase model will be regarded as a homogeneous model, so, in this situation,
EE corresponded with U' by the equation ILI' Eii tt LdT/2Et can be looked upon
as apparent dispersion coefficient assumed as a homogeneous dispersion fielcl,

because U,/F,. ean be regarded as a apparent mixing parameter U'. For such
consideration, the following expression is given

U'!'i!irm
Fliwulw==";LEf:AIA'lliiL"2E.(A:/L',A.)="ZeEL// (28)
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   where6 is the average fractional void in a bed, Combining the equation$

(28) and (24), following relation is get,

E. .., mi[,.L. (,+(Lj;ig,I,if)-i]E.t (,,,)

   Therefore, if F,, could be made !arge enough, the di$persion coeMcient
of two-phase mode! E. will be calculated by the apparent di$persion coeMcient

E2 which is obtained by the experimental procedure similar to get a dispersion

coethcient of the homogeneous fiuidized-bed. 4)

7. Calculationt of v and discussions

   Numerical values of rp calculated with various sets o'fi paraiMeter are
shown in Fig, 2, 3 and 4. The value o'f a fluidizing parameter te,,,fL,nfl ,,o 11tt'

is O. 25 in each curve,

   The extreme types of two-phase model, P-P and P-M with respect to
each of D-E and B-E types, and homogeneous type are together shown in
Fig. 2. Increasing of F,, on the both of the B-E and D-E types, P-P type
approaches to the piston flow model in the homogeneous clispersion type,

while P-M type does to the complete mixed model in the homogeneous
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dispersion type,
   On the B-E type, as increasing of X, the curves close to the limiting value
rnarked in the''figure. As the tendency is remarkable in the range of small
value of F,. v approaches to a fixed value independent of X. Fig. 3-a shows
an example of the mixing effect in the emulsion phase at r rw- O. 1 and Fc.=:1.

Effect of F,. is shown in Fig. 3-b at X==1. Within the value of F,,is small,
v is affected sensitively with F,. and r, while in the !arge value of F,. (more

than about 2.5 at the P-M type), v approaches the limit value which is
independent of F.. and X. The values are indicated by the small arrows in
Fig. 3-b.

   To make evident of the mixing effect in emulsion phase, the difference
of vsboth in the P-P and in P-M type is appointed to a measure of degree
of mixing. Therefore, the effect of E. on v can be estimated by the ratio of

such difference tovof P-P type as shown in Fig. 4. The effect of E. is
remarkable on a certain range of X, in other words, when reaction rate
constant is very large or small, it is concluded so far as the two phase model
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is adopted, that the suitable model of the fuidized-bed catalytic reator can

be lookecl upon as P-P or P-M type, and the conversions of the both types
approaches to the similar values to each other.

8. Conclusion

    In order to explain conversion of a aggregative fluidized-bed cata!ytic
reactor, generalized two phase model has been proposed by means of mathe-
ntatical treatment. Then, various types of the model which ,were proposecl
previously by many investigators are all 'de]rived from the generalized two

phase model, that is, B-E, D-E, P-P, P-M and homogeneous type.
    For estimation of the effects of variouS paratheters on the conversion,

numerical calculation of conversion has been dorte and effects of important

parameters F,,, r and X have been discussed by some illustrations. The,
characteristics of the two phase model has been clearly understood in this
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Nbmenclature

       Ae :effective cross seetional area Eor gas flow in emulsion phase l'Icm2]
       AT :cros$ sectional area of fluidizecl-bed reactor [czrtL]]
･ ai : effective interfacial area between dilute and emul$ion phases per unit

                  volume ef bed , , '･ [cmLlcmS]
       B-E ; (Bubble-Emulsion)
       Cd, Ce :concentration of gaseous reactant in dilute and emulsion phases,

                  respectively [mollcmS]
       Cdi, Cet : concentration of gaseous reactant at the top of dilute and emulsion

                  phases, respectively , [mollcrnS]
       Ce' Ci ; concentration of gaseous 'reactant at the inlet ancl outled of fluidized-

                  bed reactor, resPectively ' [mollcm3]
                           '       C,O : concentration of gaseous,reactant at the bottoin ef emulsion phase [mollcmS]
       D-E : (Dilute-Eniulsion)

       Ele :longitudinal dispersion coeMcient of gas EcinL7sec]
       Et : apparent longitudinal dispersion coefucient of gas regarded aggregative

                  fluidized-bed as aparticulate fluidized-bed [cm2!sec]
        F, ' :gas interchange rate per unit interfacial area ' [cmglcm2esec]
        .F21, 4 : voluinetric gas fiow rate through dilute and emulsion phases, respecti-

                  ,vely '･ ,, , [cmalsec]
        Er, -F}ir, Fer:ratio of aililATLf, ,Iil,l and ,17, to Fi, respectively [-] '
        .F} ･ :volumetric flow rate of total gas in fluidized-bed reator [cm3/sec]
        le :first order reaction rate constant' , [cma/gll(cat).sec]
        lei :first order reaction rate constant =kmpIVk [1,lsec]
        L..r :bed height in minimum fiuidization $tate Ecm]
        Lf :fiuidized-bed height [cm]
        n :moles of reactant [mol]
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P-I : (Piston-Inconriplete miking)

P-M : (Piston-Complete mixing)
P-P : (Piston-Piston)

u ; average gas velocity in particulate fiuidized-bed [cm!sctcl,1
u, :average gas velocity in emulsion phase 1:cmlsc}clll
z{o :superficial gas velocity ILcm!$ec]
Uvij･ :minimum fluidization velocity l.:cml$fftc:l
PXk :total volume of gas in fiuidizect-bed reactor [Lcrm81]
za :total mass of catalyst in fiuiclized-bed reator illgiTi

x = levvk/a (rea¢tivity parameter) il'':l2 ;axial distance of bed {.cm.llr :catalyst fraction in dilute phase IIi･･･il
E :average fractional void in particulate fiuidizad-bed [1 --:1
Et,if ; average fraetional void in minimum fluidization state [-･H 2'1

                                                                             ml
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